
• Context: General Metal Edition is an SME
that has shaping steel and metal for 20 years.
Its field of intervention covers a wide area:
from constructing industrial-scale structures
and architectures to creating customised
solutions for individuals (staircases,
guardrails, etc.). Starting in 2020, it
developed an activity for the reuse of
metallic structures based on its expertise in
terms of dismantling, transformation of
salvaged metal elements, storage, design and
assembly.

• The challenge: structure and develop an
activity for the reuse of metal structures

• Reclaimed materials: various metal products
and equipment: staircases, framework,
guardrails, protective railings, gates, security
grilles.

General Metal Edition
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Ensure the reuse of structural elements by 
implementing a structured process built 
around traditional craftsmanship of shaping
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Project owner: City of Paris

Agent of the winning consortium for the design-build contract: SCOP ((Société Coopérative et Participative) d’architectes Grand Huit

Project duration (second phase): 2019-2021. The first phase launched in 2017 concerned the interior renovation of the first and
second floors for office use.

Key actions of the rehabilitation program:
• Renovation of the ground floor and basement of Maison des Canaux
• Construction of an outdoor terrace with a pergola
• Accessibility improvement to the premises
• Redesign of the heating system and overall improvement in the building's energy performance

Usable area: 860 m² + 150 m² of the terrace (floor area)

Study and constructionworks budget: 1.7 million euros including tax.

Reuse concerned many project batches. The awarded contractors of the various batches, and the design team were responsible for
sourcing the materials.

Only the sourcing for the "metal structure" batch (terrace floor and pergola framework) for which General Metal Edition was the
holder, was entrusted to Bellastock as the reuse assistant.

The client also actively participated in the sourcing of reuse materials (including the metal structure).

1/ Maison des Canaux: a pioneering project in terms of reuse of structural 
elements for the General Metal Edition company

1. Risk control process at project level: the case of the "Maison des 
Canaux"
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• Step 1 - Definition and quantification of the need: The architect defined the needs so as to allow Bellastock to evaluate the expected use for
of metal beams. Very precise quantification work, element by element, was conducted by Bellastock.

• Step 2 - Identifying the source: Bellastock sourced from operators having stocks coming from selective deconstruction operations or new
surplus stock and from sites set to be demolished. The City of Paris also contributed with its network of client partners. This made it possible
to find a metal structure hangar set for demolition and located in Bondy on a site belonging to the developer Sequano operating in Seine-
Saint-Denis.

• Step 3 - Source diagnosis: Bellastock conducted the diagnosis of this hangar according to a methodological approach: document study,
preliminary site visits, inventory and listings, location plans, comprehensive listing, and drafting of the recommendations for dismantling,
storage, conditioning, transport and preparation. The grade of the metal was identified using the DOE (as-built documentation) and the
original construction date of the building. The structure of this hangar led to an oversizing of the structure of the terrace of Maison les
Canaux, which provided an additional guarantee with respect to the risk of wear of the steel. General Metal Edition then intervened to
validate this source.

• Step 4 - Technical protocol for reuse: drafted by Bellastock, it aimed to define the methods of proof, step by step (recommendations for
deconstruction and transformation of the material, methods for evaluating performance, responsibility of the stakeholders) and to validate
General Metal Edition’s competence. This protocol was submitted to the project manager and to GME. The recommendations for dismantling
the beams were forwarded to Sequano for integration in its demolition contract. The technical control office also provided feedback on the
protocol and acknowledged the City of Paris’s self-insurance for structural defects.

• Step 5 - Validation of the method by the City of Paris’s insurance consultant: assessment of the risk in order to define whether it is
necessary to take out specific structural defects insurance. At the request of its insurance consultant, the City of Paris made sure that General
Metal's CCTP (special technical specifications) included the use of reused metal beams and requested a specific insurance certificate General
Metal for this construction project. This guaranteed that the insurer was indeed informed of the reuse of the metal beams for the structure of
the terrace. GME easily obtained this certificate without additional insurance premium.

• Step 6 - Traceability: Signature of a partnership agreement between the City of Paris, Est Ensemble and Sequano to establish economic,
logistic, engineering and communication conditions for the free transfer of the metal beams followed by a signature of a transfer agreement
by Sequano and GME defining the transfer of ownership of the metal beams and providing precise details on the beams concerned by the
transfer. The transfer contract was appended to the partnership agreement. Verification in the DOE (as-built documentation) ensured that
the reused structures are properly identified (technical documentation).

2/ The six steps of the reuse process



3/ The objectives of the technical protocol
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Control of the technical-insurance risks associated with the "metal structure" batch entailed setting up a technical protocol
validated by project stakeholders (project manager, client, reuse design office, technical controller, General Metal Edition and its
insurance).

Objectives of the technical protocol in the insurance approach:

• Serve as a basis for dialogue between the various stakeholders in the project.

• Ensure information traceability.

• Evaluate the quality of the source based on visual self-inspections conducted by a qualified stakeholder (here, General
Metal Edition).

• Define the chain of responsibility associated with the different stages of the construction project (dismantling,
preparation, handling, storage).

• Objectify the degree of risk associated with the project.



4/ The content of the technical protocol
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• Study phase:

o Description of the key steps of the reuse process

o Definition of the modalities for the verification of the aptitude for use of the reclaimed materials

o Description of the modalities for the technical evaluation of the reclaimed materials: qualification of the source with
respect to its intended use and methods of proof for performance assessment

o Description of the modalities for guaranteeing these performances during all the stages of the project and for
information traceability

o Description of the chain of responsibility associated to the process

Stakeholders involved: Reuse project manager, General Metal Edition, Technical controller

• Construction works phase:

o Description of the modalities for dismantling, reconditioning, storage, preparation of the reclaimed materials.

Stakeholders involved: Reuse design team, General Metal Edition, Technical controller, insurances of the various stakeholders.
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Excerpt from the technical protocol – study phase

Source:Bellastock - This technical protocol dedicated to carrying out the "metal structure" lot is based in 
part on the work conducted by the Fondation Bâtiment Energie (Building Energy Foundation) "methodology 
for diagnosing and evaluating residual performance for the re-use of steel frame elements", April 2021.
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Source:Bellastock

Excerpt from the technical protocol – construction project phase
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5/ The use of a monitoring register in the construction works phase

Source: Bellastock

The previously described technical protocol was complemented with a "monitoring log" intended to ensure the compliance between the
implemented works and the initial objectives described in the protocol.
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6/ The central role of General Metal Edition

The company was involved during all the project steps related to metal structures reuse, and particularly :

• Provided an opinion on the proposed sources

• Qualified, quantified and validated the source (study phase)

• Validated the resource diagnosis

• Proposed a working methodology (human, material, etc. resources) in collaboration with the design team

• Elaborated an intervention schedule

• Provided a breakdown of cost estimates

• Designed the project based on the architect’s request ("Rather than starting with the design and finding the necessary pieces,
we will begin with the recovered pieces and scraps in order to build the structure. A genuine box of Legos which acquires a lot of
creativity. Thus 6-, 12- or 15-meter standard profile sections inadvertently cut to 5.50 metres by an undisciplined trader, along
with small flat scrap less than one metre, have become riveted triangular beams" - Julien Jussaume, CEO of General Metal
Edition). This design also led to an oversizing of the structure which was validated by the structural design office

• Issued recommendations on the assembly of elements

• Received the materials and certified their compatibility with the intended location.



Expertise before 
deconstruction

Deconstruction

Storage

Publishing online 
on the digital 

platform
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Re-installation 
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2. Risk control process at the company level

1/ Breakdown of GME's metal reuse activity
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If feasibility is established, selective
dismantling based on the competences of
GME is initiated and the dismantled
elements are brought to GME's storage
site to be reconditioned and shaped.

Shaping is not systematic.
However, it is GME's core
business. It makes it possible to
adapt/adjust an element based
on a specific request.

Reuse: General Metal Edition will
proceed with installing reused
elements while providing its
contractual warranty.

Expertise carried out before any deconstruction operation
in order to ensure the economic and environmental
interest of selective dismantling. As this selective
dismantling is more expensive than conventional
deconstruction, it makes sense only if the elements are of
good quality.

Local storage in a
warehouse in adequate
conditions.

The Maison des Canaux project and requests from other clients for the reuse of metal structures has led General Metal Edition to create a
complementary branch (Général Métal Réédition) dedicated to the reuse of structures of metal construction.
This activity is based on a structured and formalised approach revolving around the company's know-how. This process covers the following actions:

For the most complex elements, publishing of
existing DWG files of the recovered parts is
required (the drawings are created if they do
not already exist). This data forms the identity
sheet of the product, and it is essential for
online purchasers who have specific needs.
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2/ The storage, shaping workshop, digital platform triptych

General Metal Edition activity is
based on three main elements:

1. A 4,000 m² storage site
located near its Gonesse
workshop (Val d’Oise).

2. A workshop shaping of
elements so as to meet a
specific demand or to create
elements that satisfy market
needs.

3. A digital platform dedicated
to the reuse of metal
structures (Sinfina.fr), which
in particular displays the
information on the products
(weight, dimensions,
volumes, price).

General Metal Edition's shaping workshop at Gonesse
Image source : CSTB

https://sinfina.fr/a-propos/
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3/ Traceability and qualification of the elements for reuse

It is crucial to ensure traceability of the information in a reuse process. The
presence of GME at all of the steps of the value chain (diagnosis,
dismantling, storage, shaping, assembly) makes it possible to correctly
qualify the materials.

All of the products present on the platform possess a detailed sheet that
presents their characteristics (weight, dimensions, volumes, price, etc.).
For the more complex elements, DWG files are published (these data can
then be used in a digital model), or when they are missing, it is General
Metal Edition (GME) that creates the file by reshaping the part. These
DWG files created by GME after inspection and refurbishment are
guaranteed by GME, while those created by the original manufacturers of
the structures are not.

In the general terms of sale on the platform, GME states that:

• "The structures are sorted and selected with care and expertise;

• The Structures have been subject to maximum characterisation (DWG);

• The Structures were the inspected by GME to evaluate the technical
performance of the Structures so that they are equivalent to those of
new products. »

Re-use elements for metal frameworks
Image source : CSTB
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4/ Methods for risk mitigation

• Material selection: General Metal Edition does not take back steel produced before the 1970s or those that have been
subjected to fatigue or high load levels (for example, load-bearing beams of overhead cranes or metal elements coming from
sensitive sites such as nuclear power plants). Likewise, powder-coated or galvanised beams are excluded.

• Controlled reconditioning process: GME has developed an approach that covers dismantling to reinstallation (see the three
preceding slides) that guarantees information traceability and product quality.

• Compensatory measures: the reuse of structural elements systematically leads to oversized constructions (for example « an
S355 grade steel will be reclaimed as an S235 grade steel, which has lower strength ")

5/ Insurance approach

All the elements described previously, combined with its carpentry installation expertise, allow GME to have the ten-year
insurance that states that the company is insured for the supply and installation of reused structures on all its projects. For the
Maison des Canaux project, General Metal Edition had requested a specific certificate from its insurer mentioning reuse.



From the insurance of a reused structure…

The Maison des Canaux rehabilitation project is exemplary in terms of its circularity. This led to creating a "metal structure" lot
entirely built with reuse elements (structure of the floor of the terrace and framework of the pergola). The good practices in terms
of insurance were:

• Competence in reuse in the project manager consortium (Bellastock)

• A technical protocol intended to control the technical-insurance risks: this protocol defines the modalities for validating the
aptitude for use of the metal profiles, the traceability of the actions carried out and the responsibilities of the stakeholders in
the project.

• Involvement of the stakeholders: the implementation of this protocol and the collaboration of all of the stakeholders (project
manager, project owner, reuse project manager, the General Metal Edition company) as well as their respective insurances
made it possible to successfully ensure the structure.

… to the insurance for a reuse activity

The expertise and formalism developed during the Maison des Canaux project was adopted by GME to develop its business into
the installation structures with reused metal elements and the sale of reused metal elements via a digital platform. The company's
insurance covers its activity in all its projects, the insurance aspect is not studied on a case-by-case basis for each project. The
reuse activity recognised by the insurance is based on the company's expertise, know-how and the adoption a structured process
that revolves around the following points:

• Technical control for all of the reuse operations (diagnosis, selective dismantling, shaping and installation) and for design
methods adapted to reused elements (precautions and compensatory measures), which make it possible to guarantee the
quality of the elements used and minimise the risks of a claim.

• Adapted infrastructure: a storage space, adequate technical and logistics resources.

• A traceability system for products.

Insurance and reuse – FCRBE – General Metal Edition

Conclusion on the good practices linked to insurance
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